Kyrgyzstan

in Central Asia, the Kyrgyz Republic is landlocked, bordered by several countries, and
the country situated at an altitude over 3,000 metres, Kyrgyzstan is known as the Alps of
Central Asia for its rich natural beauty, comfortable climate, and lack of deserts.
The families living in the scattered villages near Lake Issyk-Kul, which is said to have
been part of the Silk Road, have been making living through nomadic pastoralism and the

Bishkek
Issyk-Kul

production of wool felt since ancient times.
The MUJI and Kyrgyzstan revitalisation project, which began at the end of 2010, is
celebrating its 10th anniversary of collaboration in bringing Kyrgyz goods to the market. In
Found MUJI Kyrgyzstan, we look closely at the wisdom found in the traditional nomadic life
and feature the handcrafted felt items produced here.
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The road between the Kyrgyz capital of Bishkek and Lake Issyk-Kul unfolds through beautiful, vast vistas.
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Animals and Nomads
The nomads of Kyrgyzstan always live with sheep. They eat the meat, and use the fat of these sheep.
Each year when the warm weather arrives, it is sheep shearing time. The wool is used in clothing, yurta
walls, rugs, and children’s toys. Felt is an integral part of daily life here.
Situated 1600 metres above sea level, the Lake Issyk-Kul area, although it is bitterly cold in winter, it
has little annual rainfall and many sunny days. This pleasant climate is suitable for the living of sheep
and other types of animals as well.
Petroglyph rock paintings of animal images are found throughout Kyrgyzstan. Believed to date from
around 2000 BC to 7th century AD, the petroglyphs depict an array of animals, including sheep,
camels, dogs, goats, argalis and yaks. Besides animals, the paintings also feature warriors and
dancers, indicating that people here have been living with animals since ancient times.
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Wool Felt Ornaments

Wool Felt Animals

Local animals and petroglyphs also inspire the felt crafts made in this region. All of the wool used,
including the soft Merino wool, comes from Kyrgyz sheep.

second technique is wet felting. Heat, pressure and an alkaline solution create felt when wool is
soaked in soapy water and rubbed by hands. Remarkably, these handcraft techniques bond the wool
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From Wool Fibres to Felt
To make felt, the wool must be completely clean. The sheared wool is carefully washed to remove
even the smallest specks of dirt. Using intricately shaped moulds, the craftsperson employs the
containers and other items, while especially large rugs called alakiiz are felted by rolling the wool up in
a mat, which is then beaten and trod on to create the felt.

Alakiiz

Wool /

Needle Felting /

Sheep are shorn when the weather is warm. After the wool

A mould is used to create three-dimensional felt objects,

is washed and dried, impurities are removed by hand. By

and the needle carefully worked to give a realistic look to

winter, the sheep will once again be covered in thick, warm

the spots of the snow leopard.

wool.

Wet Felting /

Alakiiz
The process of rolling up the wool in a mat, rolling this

together and create felt in sheets, bags, and other shapes.

cylinder on the ground, and kicking it to create a felt rug
requires several people. In Kyrgyz, “ala” means pattern
and “kiiz” means felt sheet.

ala
kiiz
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Petroglyphs
The petroglyph rock paintings and traditional Kyrgyz patterns show how ancient nomads and animals
lived together and give us an idea of the wishes and thoughts of the people at that time.
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Living with Felt
Most felt artisans in the region are women. Each village is home to its own felt workshop, which rings
with lively conversation all day. These workshops are both a place of work and a place of community.
The felt making process takes much time, and the meticulous steps are carefully divided into individual

women enjoy their handcrafting so much that their passion makes these workshops lively places.
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Wool Felt Containers

purposes. This material is also used for daily goods such as cushions and rugs, as well as hats,

Yurta

slippers, and accessories — even for the walls of the portable yurta in which nomadic people live.
The felt from Kyrgyzstan may be left with its natural colour or dyed using local plant materials. A wide
variety of plant-based dyes are used, including walnut, madder, woad, onion, and holy clover.

woad

In the evenings, with only felt seat cushions left behind by the craftsmen, the workshops return to
silence. After a day of handcrafting, the women return home to prepare dinner for their families. The
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Plant Dyeing
Natural dyes made from locally grown plants turn grey sheep wool into vibrant, rich colours. In
Kyrgyzstan, woad (blue indigo) is one of the plants used for dyeing wool naturally. Long ago, the Kyrgyz
custom was to use a liquid from its leaves for dyeing the eyebrows. Today, several dyeing techniques,
including the traditional Japanese sukumo fermentation method and sedimentation methods, have
been adapted to the Kyrgyzstan climate and tailored to dyeing wool felt.

Preparing the Indigo

Walnut leaves and fruit used for yellow dye

Madder root used for red dye

Sukumo Method
Leaves are ground, rolled,
and dried.

Water is added, and the
mix is left to ferment.

Once the mix reaches a
composted form, the sukumo
is ready.

Leaves are soaked in water
with a weight placed on top;
and left in the sun to ferment.

The leaves are removed, and
lime is stirred into the liquid
to oxidise.

The indigo sediment at the
bottom of the container is
dried until it becomes a
creamy paste.

Sedimentation
Method

Vatting and Dyeing

Indigo

Kyrgyz honey

Blooming indigo
Lye
*Bubbles appearing on the
surface of dye bath
*

The indigo is deoxidised with lye to create a
dye bath.

The bubbles, or blooming indigo , appearing in the

The indigo is reduced to a yellow colour and is
ready for dyeing when bubble emerges.
Dyed wool is soaked in milk to prevent the colour
from fading.

vat indicate that the indigo dye bath is ready.
Woad (blue indigo) used in Kyrgyzstan
(woad)
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Holy clover, an alpine clover, is in full bloom during June and July, covering the fields with its pink flowers. Other

6 7

than being a pasture grass, the plant is also essential to the Kyrgyz as a source of both natural dye and honey.
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Yurta Living
The Kyrgyz yurta is light and well suited for transport. Larger homes here can be up to 9 metres in
diameter, but even these can be assembled in about 2 hours without the use of nails. The outer wall

These patterns symbolises prosperity for the family and divine blessings.
Nomads herd their animals from place to place as the weather changes through the rainy season, the
summer, and the cold winter. Although fewer and fewer Kyrgyz lead nomadic lives today, the wisdom
that comes from a lifestyle in harmony with nature and animals still has much to teach us.

Yurta
Yurta

9

Oimo
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Wool Felt Hat
氈絨帽

Wool Felt Slippers
氈絨拖鞋

Wool Felt Mat / Rug
氈絨地墊

The large rug inside the yurta is called a shyrdak . These are covered in oimo patterns unique to each

Yurta

tribe and family. The shyrdak is still in use today in farmhouses and other dwellings in Kyrgyzstan,

Shyrdak

Oimo

Shyrdak

for many years.
Oimo patterns also adorn the traditional felt hat worn by men, the karpak . According to custom,
passing your karpak

Oimo

Karpak

Karpak
Karpak

Yurta

reason, these hats are carefully hung on the inner frame of the yurta wall. It is said that the shape of
the karpak is inspired by the mountain ranges in Kyrgyzstan.
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Assembling the Yurta
Having a light and simple structure that provides a sturdy, comfortable living space, the Kyrgyz yurta
is built differently from that of other countries.

Yurta
Yurta

Kerege

The wall framework, called the kerege, is assembled
first.

The doorframe is installed, and the roof framework
that forms the skylight is assembled next.

Kerege

Chiy

The structure is wrapped in cloth and chiy reed mats
for reinforcement.

The entire yurta is then covered in wool felt.

Chiy

Urmuk
Oimo

Totogo

Ropes of braided wool (urmuk) are wrapped around the felt;
the door is installed; and the entire yurta is decorated.
Urmuk
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Shyrdak
The shyrdak is made by cutting a pattern out of two sheets of different coloured felt. With this process,
two shyrdak can be created in a single set of steps.

Shyrdak

House Owner

Two layers of felt are overlapped
and cut along the chalk lines.

The figure or pattern is drawn on
the felt with chalk.

The different coloured pieces are
then sewn together to create two
shyrdak from the same materials.
Shyrdak

Waves, life

Courageous bird as
God s messenger

Father
Mother

Becoming good parents
who protect their children.

Karpak
This traditional wool felt hat is worn daily by many men in
Kyrgyzstan, as well as at weddings and on other formal
occasions. Often left undyed in the natural wool colour,
these hats are embroidered with oimo patterns.

Oimo
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Hospitality at the Table
In Kyrgyzstan, inviting people into one’s home and showing hospitality with food is considered a virtue.

table for accommodating the changing number of people who dine together.
In multi-ethnic Kyrgyzstan, gatherings of relatives and friends include people from many different
backgrounds. At any given time, people of Russian, Uzbek, and Dungan descent may be invited to
share a meal.

Yurta
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Dessert glasses filled with sweet treats stand on
the table alongside boorsok .

Boorsok

Glassware

A distinctive feature of Kyrgyz dining is the glassware. Etched in glittering patterns, glass is prevalent
in every home and is a symbol of hospitality. With its long, severe winters, fruits harvested in the
summer here are made into jam and preserved for winter meals. The Kyrgyz table features any
homemade juices, butter, and honey.
At festivals, celebrations, and gatherings of relatives and friends, a small loaf of bread is laid directly

Boorsok
5

yeast, water, salt, margarine, eggs, and milk. For sweet boorsok, sugar is added. The dough is
kneaded, cut into diamond shapes in 5mm thick, and deep fried. This bread has a gentle, mild taste.
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Honey

of the 19th century, when many people from Russia began to immigrate to the area. The white honey
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comes from the nectar of alpine clover and is a specialty of Kyrgyzstan. The destruction of the natural
environment and use of pesticides have imposed a disastrous effect on the bee population around
pesticide-free grasslands in Kyrgyz.
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Lake Issyk-Kul nestles quietly in the mountains as the sun sets.
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Animals and Nomads

Living with Felt

Wool Felt Container Square
82950809
82950816
82950823
82950830

Wool Felt Container Yurta Shape

Wool Felt Animal
38884705
38884712
38884521
38884538
82933345
82933352
82933369
82933376
82933383

Sheep / Natural
Sheep / Grey
Parent and Child Goat
Snow Leopard
Sitting Rabbit
Standing Rabbit
Yak
Donkey
Argali

$88
$88
$88
$88

Natural Approx. W9xD9xH5 cm
Grey Approx. W9xD9xH5 cm
Brown Approx. W9xD9xH5 cm
Walnut Approx. W9xD9xH5 cm

82950861

$128
$128
$188
$168
$98
$98
$188
$168
$128

82950878
82950885
82950892
82950908
82950915

Wool Felt Mini Case
82950960
82950977
82950984

Natural Approx. 7.5x17.7 cm
Grey Approx. 7.5x17.7 cm
Brown Approx. 7.5x17.7 cm

Natural Approx. Dia. 7xH7.5 cm
Grey Approx. Dia. 7xH7.5 cm
Brown Approx. Dia. 7xH7.5 cm
Walnut Approx. Dia. 7xH7.5 cm
Greyish indigo Approx. Dia. 7xH7.5 cm
Greyish red Approx. Dia. 7xH7.5 cm

$168
$168
$168
$168
$168
$168

Wool Felt Flat Case
$88
$88
$88

82951028
82951035
82951042

Natural Approx. 23.5x32.5 cm
Grey Approx. 23.5x32.5 cm
Brown Approx. 23.5x32.5 cm

$168
$168
$168

Wool Braid Urmuk
82950694 Chicken Eyes
Approx. 2x150 cm $188

82950700 Deer Antlers
Approx. 4x150 cm $188

82950724 Dog Teeth
Approx. 3x150 cm $188

82950717 Bird Wings
Approx. 4x150 cm $188

Wool Felt Container Cylindrical
82950946
82950953

Natural× Grey Approx. Dia. 16xH15 cm
Grey Approx. Dia. 16xH15 cm

$198
$198

Wool Felt Bag
82951073

Wool Felt Ornament
82950779 Dog
Approx. Dia. 5.5 cm

82951080

$88

82950793 Camel
Approx. Dia. 5.5 cm

$88

82950786 Snow Leopard
Approx. Dia. 5.5 cm $88

82950762 Argali
Approx. Dia. 5.5 cm

Natural× Grey W45xD17xH30 cm
Grey W45xD17xH30 cm

$ 450
$ 450

Wool Felt Storage Bag
$88

82951103

Grey

W27xD36xH35 cm

$880
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Wool Felt Mat Shyrdak Square
82951332
82951349
82951356

82951691

$750
$750
$750

Wool Felt Bag A4 Size

Wool Felt Sacoche
82951707

Natural× Grey Approx. 50x80 cm
Grey× Natural Approx. 50x80 cm
Dark Grey Approx. 50x80 cm

Natural Approx. 22x14 cm
Grey Approx. 22x14 cm

$250
$250

82951714
82951721

Natural Approx. 33x31.5 cm
Grey Approx. 33x31.5 cm

$ 350
$ 350

Wool Felt Rug Alakiiz Round
82951325

Approx. Dia. 80 cm

Circles

$880

Wool Felt Rug Alakiiz Square
82951318

Lines

Approx. 100x140 cm

$880

Yurta Living Yurta
Wool Felt Hat Kalpak Shape
82951240 Natural
Approx. Head circumference 66 cm

$ 450

Grey
Approx. Head circumference 66 cm

$ 450

82951257

Hospitality at the Table

Wool Felt Hat Round
Grey
Approx. Head circumference 57 cm

82951264

$ 380

Wool Felt Coaster
82951455

Wool Felt Slippers

Wool Felt Slippers Shyrdak

$ 350

$250

Grey

Grey

82951158
82951165

M / 23.5 -25 cm
L / 25 -26.5 cm

82951189
82951196

82951462
82951493
82951509
82951516

Dark Grey× Brown
M / 23.5 -25 cm
L / 25 -26.5 cm

82951219
82951226

Grey Approx. 10x10 cm
Walnut Approx. 10x10 cm
Lines Approx. 10x10 cm
Checkerboard Approx. 10x10 cm
Dog Approx. 10x10 cm

$78
$78
$78
$78
$78

M / 23.5 -25 cm
L / 25 -26.5 cm

Wool Felt Mat Square
82951646
82951653

Wool Felt Seat Mat Alakiiz Square
82951271 Lines
Approx. 36x36 cm $280

82951288 Dog
Approx. 36x36 cm

Wool Felt Seat Mat Alakiiz Round
$280

82951295 Circles
Approx. Dia. 34 cm

$280

82951301 Bird
Approx. Dia. 34 cm

82951677

Grey Approx. 30x40 cm
Walnut Approx. 30x40 cm
Lines Approx. 30x40 cm

$168
$168
$168

$280
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Found MUJI
Innovations of MUJI are not simply a process of creation,
they are a review of living by “Searching and Finding”.
Searching throughout the world for durable and long-lasting daily necessities,
cultures and customs, reproducing them at reasonable prices.
From 2003, “Found MUJI” started its journey with a keen eye for good products,
exploring the underlying values of the makers,
retaining the essence of their creations,

Found MUJI

2003
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